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The class

The lecture will consist in a detailed, step-by-step survey of a user-written Stata program for testing dominance across pairs of distributions using their quantiles (dominance at order 1 or Rank dominance) or, alternatively, their Generalized Lorenz (GL) curves ordinates (dominance of order 2 or GL dominance).

The objectives of the class are: (i) to illustrate how work with Mata, and embed Mata functions into a Stata program denoted Q_GL_tests; (ii) to construct Stata output tables of results, as well as to write results on LaTeX output files; (iii) to implement well known (but not yet implemented in Stata) dominance tests.

The program Q_GL_tests develops on the estimators of the covariance between quantiles/GL curves ordinates of a distribution discussed in Beach and Davidson (1983). Attendants to the class are warmly suggested to get through the paper. Description of the dominance tests are in Lefranc, Pistolesi and Trannoy (2009) and Kodde and Palm (1986).

For related results, extending dominance tests in quantiles/GL ordinates to data with complex design, see Zheng (2002). These estimators can be integrated in Q_GL_tests. Please see the svylorenz.ado Stata program for an in-depth understanding on how the svy environment interacts with quantiles/GL intercepts computation.

Stata beginners are suggested to take a look at the enclosed tutorial (and references therein) for a first guided approach to the software.
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